Were the Vaccines Just Approved?  
**NOPE**
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**Breaking December 4:** A federal district judge in Florida has ruled that Biontech and Comirnaty are in fact NOT interchangeable or equivalent, either legally or in any other way, since they have different ingredients. That means that, since Comirnaty is still not available, there is no approved vaccine on the market, which means there can be NO LEGAL MANDATES from anyone, not from the government and not from private businesses. So you should sue anyone who mandates it. You will win.

**Breaking August 27:** The Pentagon is already backing down from its “court martial” threat against those refusing vaccine. They will now just be given counseling. Seeming to prove the main lines of this paper.

Several outlets have been quick to call this out as yet another fraud perpetrated by the criminals at Big Pharma, including Robert Kennedy, Infowars, and NaturalNews. I link you to the last one as the one I think is the strongest. The article at Infowars is pretty weak, but I expect an update.

To start with, there has been no approval of any Moderna, AstraZeneca, or Johnson&Johnson “vaccines”. The news reports say the vaccine has been approved, but the FDA announcement applies only to Pfizer.

But even regarding Pfizer, this is basically the old bait and switch, since Pfizer has created a new legal entity called COMIRNATY to replace its BIONTECH vaccine. We are told they are the same, but if so why rename it? That should be a huge red flag: seeing a renaming at the same time as an alleged FDA approval. Why wouldn't the FDA just approve the existing BIONTECH vaccine? Plus, do we have any proof they are the same? No. Pfizer admits they are separate entities in the new filings, and that is obvious regardless. In any legal document, a name switch implies a legal change. Any name change in a legal document implies either a real change, or some sort of switcheroo. Any honest judge would spot this in a second.

But for now that hardly matters, because they admit COMIRNATY is still in production, and that most or all the existing Pfizer vaccine is BIONTECH. So they have approved a vaccine that does not exist. Which means all the actual vaccine in existing vials now being pushed on the military and government...
employees and college students IS NOT APPROVED. It is still emergency-use vaccine, which cannot be mandated. Therefore, it still can be legally refused. **Any court martial will fail.**

I predict they never will produce any COMIRNATY, or if they do it will never hit the shelves. Why? Because they prefer emergency-use vaccines, for which they have zero liability.

You should also know that they are refusing to release any of the data they used to come to this final approval decision until 2025, which is also illegal. It should be public access. But of course they can't release it, **since it doesn't exist.** The trials are still in stage 2, and they have been frauds from the beginning, being rushed and following no real scientific procedures. This new mRNA technology has been in trials for almost two decades, failing every time and failing badly in stage 3. So what did they do this time? **They just skipped stage 3 altogether** and claimed an FDA approval based on partial stage 2 results. Besides, FDA is relying on data and trials provided to them by the vaccine companies themselves, which is like hiring a murderer to prosecute and cross examine himself. Even before 2020, Pfizer was known as one of the most criminal companies in the world, being given the **greatest fine in the history of the world in 2009 of 2.3 billion.** This after a 2004 fine of $230 million, one of the largest ever at the time. And remember that Johnson&Johnson paid a 2.2 billion fine in 2013 for **false drug claims.** And in 2010 AstraZeneca paid $520 million under the same false drug claims act.

Which just means this whole approval thing is another bluff. The entire COVID fiasco has been a bluff from the first word, since none of the mandates have had any legal standing. Before this, there was no such thing as a “mandate”. They just made the word up, as far as legal application of this sort is concerned. Governors, mayors, health departments, and school boards have no legal authority to pass mask, vaccine, or other laws, since they are not legislative bodies. And there are either laws or there are not. There is no such thing as a legal mandate. “Mandate” is not a legal term, and none of these mandates have ever had any legal standing. Some of them had potential limited legal force in the first month, back in March of 2020, but after that they were all null and void. The legislatures were expected to step in and pass laws to address these issues, **but they never did.**

Courts, including national Supreme Courts, have already ruled on this many times, confirming what I just said. Most recently, the Supreme Court of Spain ruled that COVID passports applied to public access are illegal. All the mandates over there concerning vaccines for entry to buildings and transport have been struck down. The same is true in many other countries. Many US state Supreme Courts have also struck down mask and/or vaccine mandates, and will continue to do so.

The timing of this latest bluff is no accident, since it is when many people are returning to work and school. It is when the military decided to mandate the vaccine. So they figure if they can place you under enough duress, you will cave. There are time constraints here, which they hope will break you. You think you have to get back to school or whatever. Don't fall for it. Do not fall to peer pressure or these huge lies. You will regret it later, and may pay with your life.

You should also know that they continue to misreport deaths from the vaccine, which are huge and climbing by the day. In their own documents, they list anyone who died within two weeks of being vaccinated as unvaccinated. They say this is because the vaccine hasn't kicked in yet, but even if that is true, it would only be as a matter of immunity. **What about as a matter of blood clotting or heart damage? Are they saying the vaccine can't kill you in the first two weeks?** Apparently it can, since over 20,000 people in the US have reported that IT **DID.** Some outlets are reporting the current **VAERS number as 12,000, but it was already past 12,000 a month ago.** In mid-July they were reporting about 2,000 deaths per week. **Which means it has to be over 20,000 by now. Why don't we**
know for sure? Because someone apparently dumped about 6,000 deaths from the website at that time, though we aren't sure why. We can imagine why.

Death counts are high all over the world, with Europe reporting tens of thousands of deaths. So is South America. In Asia, the numbers are impossible to collate, since most vaccine deaths are being reported as COVID deaths. Since doctors all over the world have been ordered to DO NO AUTOPSIES, it is impossible in most cases to determine whether the death was from the flu or from the vaccine. But in cases where autopsies have been done anyway, we know these bodies are full of spike proteins and blood clots. So any rational person would assume the death count across highly populated Asia must be in the hundreds of thousands, if not millions.

This was proved again this week, as Japan has recalled 1.63 million doses of Moderna and started an investigation into “foreign content.” They are now saying that content may be metallic, confirming internet scuttlebutt that the vaccines are magnetic.

Therefore, if you are military, a student, a government worker, a hospital worker, or anyone else being pressured to take any vaccine, just say no. Stand your ground. Call their bluff. Most of those who have called these bluffs in the past 18 months have won. The Governor of Florida, Ron de Santis, pardoned everyone in the state who called the bluff on the mask mandates, though they had to wait a few months. This will eventually blow over, since it cannot stand. So it will be worth it to you to stand your ground. Someday you will be happy you took your kids out of school or got fired or whatever. Those who decided to cave and get vaccinated will not be so happy, I assure you.

On the way out, I remind you that you are now not being governed by elected legislatures. You are being governed by paid-off phony officials posing as governors or mayors. Who is paying them off? Billionaires and trillionaires (and their closest cousins and minions) like Bill Gates, Anthony Fauci, the Rockefellers, the Rothschilds, the Cohens, the Stuarts, and all the other usual suspects. The Purple Cabal that has been running the world for millennia. These people are your oppressors, not the cue-card readers like Trump or Biden or Pelosi. Those monsters are just the most forward faces of the demon, but they are not the ones making decisions. So save your anger for those who deserve it most. Yes, you may have to pull down some corrupt school boards. You will have to act locally and face down these lesser tyrants. But always remember who is pulling their strings and writing their scripts.

**Update, next day:** Karl Denninger, Tea Party co-founder, is now pointing out that according to laws on the books, Pfizer's full authorization should void all emergency use authorization for other vaccines, since a fully authorized alternative now exists. Emergency use authorization can only be given when no safe and effective alternative exists. Since Pfizer's COMIRNATY has been deemed safe and effective, it is now illegal to administer any other vaccine that has not. Denninger also correctly points out that the FDA's approval of COMIRNATY is itself illegal, since it did not follow statutory requirements for a finding of full approval, including the completion of trials. Stage three of the trials has not even begun yet, and stage two was compromised by lack of control groups. In addition, the proper panels were not convened to study evidence: they could not have been convened since the evidence is not in.

Clearly, the entire vaccine push has been a scam from the first moment, run to sell the governments of the world these expensive and dangerous vaccines with no oversight, in order to further enrich the already obscenely rich. It is the greatest scam on taxpayers in history. Nothing else even comes close, not even the military.
I am being told by readers that Moderna and other vaccines will be allowed to keep their EUA until COMIRNATY hits the shelves, but they can't have it both ways. See if you can follow me here: either 1) There is an existing approved Pfizer vaccine, in which case all EUAs are void, or 2) there is not an existing approved Pfizer vaccine, in which case all these mandates by military and colleges are void. In either case, everything now happening is illegal.

The only EUA that other vaccines like Moderna could continue to claim is for age groups not approved for Pfizer's COMIRNATY. That is, children. But that is not what is happening.

I also point out that Big Pharma has hired a million trolls to post noise around this question on the internet. I would say that even Infowars fits that description so far, since they are not speaking rationally or legally on this subject. The only outlet so far publishing the truth is NaturalNews and its affiliates. On a general search on this subject, that is the only useful information coming up as of August 26. Tellingly, Robert Kennedy's ChildrensHealthDefense.org is curiously quiet on this. You would think it would lead all searches, but it doesn't even come up. And if you go to their website, there is nothing obvious there. Nothing appears on the front page or on Alerts. Their last alert is on August 20, nearly a week ago. Is anyone awake over there? They do have a good article up, but it is almost impossible to find, even on their own site. I had to have someone give me a direct link. I consider that more proof RFK is controlled opposition here. In the same vein, we see Tucker Carlson strangely silent over the last few days. He could and should be publicizing this and recommending everyone say no, but he isn't. For the past 10 days his show has been mostly about Afghanistan, a dog and pony show created by the Pentagon specifically to cover the vaccine approval roll-out. When he isn't covering Afghanistan, he is covering the border crisis, which is real but which is nothing compared to vaccine and mask tyranny. Many children, even those not required to be vaccinated, are heading back to another year of being oxygen starved for most of the day. Their brains and bodies are being permanently stunted by this. So while Tucker is constantly going on and on about how we should be concerned about America first, he is keeping your eyes on Afghanistan and Mexico. Considering the importance of the vaccine and mask question, you should never have to hear another word from Tucker about Andrew Cuomo, Joe Biden, Donald Trump, Nancy Pelosi, Gavin Newsom, Don Lemon, Eric Swalwell, or January 6 . . . except as they concern vaccines or masks. Just as 911 was the eye of the storm in the early 2000s, Covid mandates are the eye of the storm here. They are what is driving the current tyranny, and so merit 24/7 coverage. Which is why when I am scanning the news I skip almost all other content. One, I know most of it is manufactured; two, I know that even if it isn't it pales in comparison to mask and vaccine news. When I am at Zerohedge, for instance, I skip every story about economics, Wall Street, money, bitcoin, gold, or futures. I never have time for that, since I am just not interested, but right now I have less than no interest in any of that, except as it impacts this question.

Some question my sources, saying they get nothing on a websearch. Well, that is by design. All the web browsers are owned by Big Tech one way or another, and all have been hacked by Intel in the past few years, no longer providing unbiased results. Most real news is being hidden and censored. This is generally admitted regarding Twitter, Facebook, Youtube, and other sites, since Congress is asking them to censor more, but it is also true in regard to the web browsers themselves. Most searches on current events topics like this don't take you where they should, instead diverting you into mainstream propaganda sites where you are fed the approved line. To get any alternative news you are forced to visit Infowars or Zerohedge or someplace like that, and that is also by design so that when you try to share a link with Mom or Dad, they can say “Oh, I don't go to Infowars! It is run by crazy people!” Everyone is funneled back to CNN and MSNBC and the NYT one way or the other.
Update later that day: Alex Jones has now posted an interview with attorney Robert Barnes that lays most of this out, so to be fair he caught up pretty fast. However, I remind you that this Robert Barnes is the one who has been working with Robert Kennedy at ChildrensHealthDefense to sue on vaccine issues. How's that worked out so far? Answer: it hasn't. Like the whole international legal team of Reiner Fuellmich it has been a lot of talk and almost no action. RFK sent a letter to Rutgers in March, but that is not a lawsuit. The letter was ignored. Finally, ten days ago, or five months later, he filed a lawsuit, but its too late since classes start in four days. Most students will have given up and taken the vaccine, being left without recourse. Lawyers should have started filing suits on masks back in March of 2020 and on vaccines in December of 2020. Almost none have, and the big names have been the least help. Why do you think that is? I began looking for a lawyer in April of 2020 in New Mexico, even posting a request on this site, which is read internationally. I got no response. I was told locally no attorneys wanted to touch the mask mandates, although they looked like a sitting duck to me. I considered getting arrested on purpose and arguing the case myself, but although I am a good arguer I am not legally trained. Besides, to be honest, I don't trust the courts or judges to hand down fair or impartial verdicts, though occasionally we have seen they have on these issues. But if I were a practicing civil rights attorney or a person with money or connections, that wouldn't stop me. I would be filing lawsuits non-stop. Have you seen anyone doing that? Me neither.

The current lawsuit filed by soldiers was filed by several small-town attorneys from Colorado and Idaho, led by Todd Callender. A search on him turns up immediate red flags, since he is a corporate lawyer and boardmember of several international companies. So this lawsuit already looks to me like a set-up to lose, in the attempt to prevent other suits. The suit confirms that, since it lists the wrong defendants and argues the wrong points. These soldiers are hoping to avoid a court martial, which means they will be defending refusing orders, but they don't take orders from the Secretary of Defense, the FDA, or HHS. So why isn't the Commander-in-Chief referenced in this lawsuit? All orders of this nature must come down from him, backed up by Congress. But even there, it must be repeated once more: the President does not make laws, not even of this nature. According to the Constitution, Congress makes laws and the President executes them. The War Powers Act does not apply here, since we are not in a declared war. So Congress should be deciding what laws these soldiers must obey, concerning a novel mRNA gene therapy posing as a vaccine. Since this is not a vaccine by previous legal definitions, no previous law applies, therefore all previous court cases are moot. FDA has proved it has neither the expertise nor the wherewithal to make decisions of this import, as they have proved by a dismal record of failure. The same can be said for HHS. Nor is the military qualified to judge novel gene therapies. It is outside the purview of generals and secretaries. That leaves only Congress, which should have long ago convened to hear expert testimony. Seeing that they have not done that and have no plans to, any mandate to soldiers or anyone else is without scientific or moral standing. Period. You see, I can argue the case better than these fake attorneys.

And in other vaccine news, I think I have figured out what AstraZeneca means. Astra means “stars” in Latin and Greek, but they claim they made up Zeneca from nothing. Not believable. Zeneca was the original pharma company, and they later added Astra to it. So it is most likely a respelling of Seneca, to make that word more visible and break the link to Senile. Seneca has two meanings in two different languages, but only one of them is an obvious match here. Since Astra is Latin, you might think they are referring to Seneca, the Latin satirist and teacher of Nero. Since Nero is the one who let Rome burn, and they are burning down the world with their dangerous vaccines, you may see some link there. But I think the other link is more likely. That would be to the Indian tribe of New York, who are called by whites the Seneca. They call themselves the Onodowaga, or Green Hill people. But for some
reason not given we called them the Seneca, the people of the stones. Compare to Rockefeller, Blackrock, Blackstone, Stein, Steen, Kamen, Stonemasons, etc. Also compare to the letter-by-letter meaning of “stone” in Hebrew. אבן or A-B-N. In esoteric tradition, Aleph means “bull”. Beth means house. Nun means “to reproduce”. Together: to reproduce the house of the bull. Or, to promote the Phoenicians, those who worshipped Ba'al. You see how easy that was, once you know the trick? So in AstraZeneca, the Zeneca isn't referring to the Seneca tribe, it is referring to the stones, you see. Which refer to the bull.

Think that reading is a little creative? Well, remember that AstraZeneca comes out of the biomedical labs at Cambridge in the UK, which also happens to be a center of spook activity through Cambridge University and especially Trinity College; but the company is actually Swedish, being owned by the Wallenbergs, superwealthy bankers who rival the Rothschilds and Rockefellers in wealth. According to the Financial Times, they are actually more wealthy and influential, based on the number and size of companies owned worldwide. They own large parts of the industrial wealth of Sweden and northern Europe, including the companies Ericsson, Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken, Stora Enso, Wärtsilä, Electrolux, ABB, SAAB, SAS Group, SKF, Atlas Copco, Husqvarna, Investor AB, the Grand Group hotels, BraunAbility, Epiroc,HöganäsAB, IPCO, Laborie, EQTPartners, Nefab, Permobil, Piab, Sobi, Sarnova, 3Scandinavia, KopparsforsSkogar, HylteBrukAB, Munters, Kivra, Glo, AMEXCI, Combi ent, Peltarion, Cinder Invest, Seeqc, and 82an. They also own all the Nasdaq stock exchanges. They also financed the Nazis. Olof Palme was a Wallenberg. See my paper on the Boulder mass murder for more on the Wallenbergs. There, I linked the Wallenbergs to the event through alleged victim Tralona Bartkowiak, related to Lance Devin, CIO of EdgeConnex, owned by the Wallenbergs.

You will tell me Zeneca came from the demerger of the British company ICI in 1993, but the same analysis applies. First of all, the British royals and Swedish royals are closely related and that is admitted by the mainstream. It is likely the royal Waldenburgs and the trillionaire Wallenbergs are the same people. But regardless of that, ICI came out of Brunner-Mond, founded a German Jew and a British baronet whose mother was from Isle of Man. ICI was also formed by Nobel Chemicals, founded of course by Albert Nobel who links us back to Swedish/Jewish nobility and the Wallenbergs. ICI was also formed by British Dyestuffs, formerly Levinstein Ltd. Stein means stone, so that is Levi's stone, or Jew-stone. Levinstein was of course another German Jew, the son of a big textiles manufacturer. So no matter how you spin AstraZeneca you always end up on the Phoenicians.